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linden series combines high-performance with formulations that preserve

the soft feel and fresh scent to all fabrics. High tech solutions to common spot and stain
problems allow you to get the most use possible from your linens and fabrics.

Formula 108 is an essential and indispensable product for work-

ing and removing stains from garments when water or steam or wet-side
spotting agents might detrimentally affect the fabric’s dye or spread extraneous dyes contained in stains deposited on the fabric.
features
Formula 108 accelerates stain removal by speeding
up the effect of oily-type spotters because it predissolves the solvent-soluble components found in
common dry-side stains.
Formula 108 prevents ring formation and possible
color damage if spotting agents are left on fabric too
long. Formula 108 acts as a solvent to remove them
thus reducing incidence of ring formation and color
damage appearing after the dry cleaning process.

product specifications
Physical Description

Clear, water thin liquid

Fragrance

Strong Ethereal

Color

Colorless

pH

N/A

Weight Per Gallon

12.09 lb./gal

Storage Stability

1 year minimum

D.O.T. Shipping label

6.1, Trichloroethylene

Formula 108 is ideal for touch-up spotting after
completion of the dry cleaning process. Any grease
and soil-like finger marks can be removed by touching
up with Formula 108 on spotting boards, presses and
at inspection stations. It thus reduces timely and costly
re-washes.
Formula 108
can be used in conjunction with a
wet-side pre-spotter like Formula 806, to form a 2:1
blend, which aids in removing unidentifiable stains,
latex paints and deeply embedded soils. The dry-side
Formula 108 portion of the blend dissolves the solvent
soluble component of the stain while the wet-side
Formula 806 solubilizes and suspends the aqueous
soluble components.
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